
Chronicles of an island Parish no. 70,  26th September 2020 

Dear Readers, 

Soon after arriving on St Helena observing Visitors’ pamphlets at the door of 
St James’ Anglican church I realized we needed to also have something 
similar for our parish church; at St James’s and the Anglican cathedral whilst 
in English there are also those in French & German. 

Obviously it took some time to get into things and also get to know the history 
around our church and site. By mid 2018 we were able to publish more than 
just a pamphlet but a brochure embracing several languages: English, 
French, Dutch, German & Mandarin. 

Like in all things in this world nothing is perfect and several factual errors later 
discovered. 

Now 2 years later we have just printed in similar style of a 12-column foldout 
again in several languages; obviously English and French but this time 
Spanish, Portuguese & Polish – with factual corrections. 

Parallel to this sometime in September we intend to mount of the interior wall 
of the church a small framed copy of a painting of a Chinese Madonna & 
Child with a associated plaque explaining that Sacred Heart was built on the 
site of the camp of the Chinese indentured labours and probably the actual 
position of one of the small Chinese temples. Nearby ‘China Lane’ or more 
correctly ‘Lane where the Chinese live’ attests to this fact and the earlier 
‘Canton Shop’ of the shared church house wall. 

While still in print and publishing, earlier September the Friends of St Helena 
in their annual UK journal ‘Wirebird’ have published in collaboration with 
Edward Baldwin, a numismatic scholar and former director of Stanley 
Gibbons of stamp fame, and one of the major directors of our museum, an 
updated and improved version of my article on flags over St Helena from 
1502. The article originally appeared August 2019 in the newsletter of the 
South African flags association, SAVA. 

I ‘inherited’ on arrival in September 2017 and small collection of oddments of 
cups & saucers which was added to when gifted a further collection from the 
wife of the former Anglican bishop. I have been storing all of them in a 
cupboard below the kitchen sink but in my protracted absence off the Island 
the Daddy Long-leg spiders have invaded and established themselves. 
These are the Phoneatria classification and their venom makes them the 
most deadliest spiders in the world – even cockroaches fear them, BUT the 
saving-truth: their fangs are far too short to penetrate human skin, so relax. 
Consider them as a vermin deterrent. Cleaning out this cupboard this week 
and washing the assorted crockery I realize several of them must almost be 
collectors’ items. Besides the inevitable ones ‘Made in China’ there was one 



from a pottery in Scotland, two from England and several from manufacturers 
in South Africa several of which I imagine were ‘No longer in business’ even 
at the time when Spanish ‘Flu’ was the pandemic. 

Prior to my internal struggle with the spiders, I spent a few hours working in 
the back garden. This is an ongoing struggle to establish the semblance of a 
garden  from a dump & dust-bowl! Several decades ago judging from old 
photos of a Marian devotion in front of the grotto of Our Lady the surface was 
covered with a thin layer of lime plaster, pink in colour. This has still long 
disappeared and the general surface is very inferior ground (hardly soil) and 
volcanic grit. On either side of the grotto are two sloping areas up to the back 
rock wall. Both have become dumping areas for all sorts of rubble but also 
the area where in former times the outside toilet shed stood. You can still see 
where the old-fashioned flush water-tank with chain was suspended on the 
back wall. Despite this I managed to cover the one side with 8 different types 
of ground-cover succulents including a naturalized plant locally called Mother-
of-thousand originally from Delagoa Bay or Madagascar all which meanwhile 
has become a very pleasing rockery; several of them endemic to the Western 
Cape of South Africa but now naturalized to St Helena: Sour-fig or Hottentots 
fig, heart-leaf ice-plant, flame-flowered ice-plant and so on. So one afternoon 
this week I finally tackled the other side, which is even more so of an 
eyesore. Now comes the surprise: preparing the surface I unearthed a large 
quantity of shards of a smashed holy statue about ¼ human-size – judging 
from the dominant colour of the pieces, of Our Lady. I’ve put aside what I 
found in digging and hoped today one or other of the older parishioners will 
enlighten us of some detail…though a sleuth’s perception I suspect as we 
have for the past 15 years a beautifully carved apple wood Madonna & 
Child…possibly case of ‘Out with the old and in with the new’? 

Tomorrow is the ‘dress rehearsal’ of the choir & musicians in the church for 
the Saturday evening concert of Ludwig von Beethoven’s compositions to 
commemoration this year of his birth 250 years ago in Bonn in Germany. As 
a Catholic I guess we are pleased to Welcome him back into the Church! We 
postponed this concert by a week to accommodate attendance of those 
currently in quarantine in Bradley’s ‘Boot Camp’. 

As we are into the Grand Prix season despite Covid-19 The Show must go on 
and the money flow…an interesting ‘diminutive’ auto-feature of St Helena: we 
have two well-maintained and in daily-use, 3-wheel open salon DRK’s 
manufactured in Ellesmere Port – near Liverpool for those of you elsewhere. 
Who says the Empire is dead! It still exists (and thrives too at times) – off-
shore I need to add right now! 

Prayerfully yours as always, Father David 

PS To conclude on a realistic note: my two cats are definitely predators: 
hardly a day goes by without a mouse and the occasional bird bought into the 



house to show me, play with of which there’s also the same conclusion….and 
Yes! it stresses me…life, any life to me is precious…even the ants that 
persistently invade the cat-dishes get the chance to live, by my blowing them 
off the dishes. Living alone has advantages: there’s no one around to raise 
their eyebrows at you or cluck their tongue… 


